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Figure 1. Location Map of Los Angeles County, CA. (Screenshot by Dana Austin.
Wikipedia, retrieved July 13, 2020).
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INTRODUCTION
This case study report focuses on climate change in Los Angeles County.
Climate change causes both fast and slow disaster: Climate change has led to
increasing incidence of extreme weather (hurricanes, catastrophic flooding, and
dams breaking, for example) and also to slow, less dramatic but still very
threatening changes -- in water availability, agricultural productivity, disease
incidence, and so on. This is why we refer to climate change as a “combo disaster.”
The report addresses a series of ten questions that draw out local details in a
manner that encourages comparison with other places. The research has been
done quickly (within the constraints of a quarter-long undergraduate class) so is
limited to and points to the need for further research and community engagement.
The goal is to help build both a body of research on environmental injustice and a
network of researchers ready to help conceptualize and implement next-generation
environmental protections.
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INTERDISCIPLINARY ENVIRONMENTAL INJUSTICE CASE STUDY
1. What is the setting of this case?
2. What environmental health threats (from worst case scenarios, pollution
climate change, etc ) are there in this setting?
3. What intersecting factors -- social, cultural, political, technological, ecological -contribute to environmental health vulnerability and injustice in this setting?
4. Who are stakeholders, what are their characteristics, and what are their
perceptions of the problems?
5. What have different stakeholder groups done (or not done) in response to the
problems in this case?
6. How have news agencies and advocacy organizations brought attention to
environmental problems in this setting?
7. What local actions would reduce environmental vulnerability and injustice in
this setting?
8. What extra-local actions (at state, national or international levels) would reduce
environmental vulnerability and injustice in this setting and similar settings?
9. What kinds of data and research would be useful in efforts to characterize and
address environmental threats in this setting and similar settings?
10. What, in your view, is ethically wrong or unjust in this case?

Figure 2. T
 his is the analytic framework that guided research for this case study.
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SECTION 1: County Setting & Assets [Parker
Goetz]
LA county has roughly 10 million inhabitants where most of the race distribution is
Latinx with 48.6% followed by 26.1% white, 15.4% Asian, 9.0% Black, 1.4% American
Indian/Alaska Native, and 0.4% Pacific Islander (U.S. Census Bureau 2019). The
county extends from coastal portions from Torrance to Long Beach and extends
inland to Lancaster, CA. On average, the population density for the county is 2,503
people per square mile, but most of the population is near the namesake city of Los
Angeles (City Data 2017). The demographic index (see Figure 3) is a value based on
two key variables – percent income and percent minority – in a targeted area. Much
of the population in LA county resides in the south eastern part of the county
surrounding the city of Los Angeles and attributes to the highest demographic
indices within the county (EJScreen Report 2019).
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Figure 3. EPA EJScreen of LA County displaying Demographic Index (Screenshot by
Parker Goetz, July 2020. From EPA EJScreen Report, retrieved July 15, 2020.)

The industrial makeup seems to be primarily professional/scientific/
management, at 24.4%; then at 17.8% are educational/health/social services
industries, with Health care in general being the highest industry, individually (City
Data 2017). The median income in LA county, $65,006, is lower than the overall
median income in California, $71,805. There seems to be a discrepancy with the
income and cost of house because the median house or condo value is $588,700
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compared to the California median of $509,400, but the rent is slightly lower $1,292
versus the state average of $1,320 of which 52% of the county’s population utilizes
(City Data 2017).
The general health according to a survey questionnaire from 2003 to 2012
conducted by the Center for Disease Control (CDC) reported that the general health
status score of a ranking of 1 being poor and 5 being excellent is rated at 3.4, which
is “about average”. The study also entails that the average weight of males and
females, residents who have smoked more than 100 cigarettes in their lives, and
residents who drank alcohol in the past 30 days is less than “average” (City Data
2017). This is the closest statistic to find about the general health of LA County from
preliminary searches, but it is not recent and can be biased because some areas
may have worse health problems than others within the communities (provide
standard deviations with the mean). As the cities within the county have their own
local government, there is a five member “Board of Supervisors” that make
decisions affecting the whole LA county (LA County Government n.d.).
There are many environmental assets in LA county (detailed in Appendix 1)
for information and data regarding climate change. Firstly, the governing body of LA
county has a Department of Regional Planning created a Community Climate Action
Plan (CCAP) that details identified threats for climate change and the actions they
are going to implement to both mitigate and adapt to the community. This action
plan was initialized in 2010 and has been kept updated with 2020 progress (refer to
Figure 4) where they stated that Los Angeles County will decrease greenhouse gas
emissions by at least 11% in 2020 compared to 2010 numbers (LA County CCAP
2020). LA County having an annually updated report on the strides made to
mitigate climate change provides a clearer view into the bleakness of the world if
kept unmonitored. Climate Resolve is an emphatic environmental organization
which aims their goals to tackle communities that are most affected by climate
change which they detail BIPOC—Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (Climate
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Resolve 2020). They release an annual report of the policies addressed, education
of the community, action itself, and their future vision of environmental change.
Climate Resolve and other environmental organizations grounded upon uncovering
the truths of climate change allows the community to have different avenues of
knowledge for building a perspective of what needs to be done to protect the
future.
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Figure 4. Community Climate Action Plan in Los Angeles County originally
presented in 2010 and updated for 2020 (Screenshot by Parker Goetz, July 2020.
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Connie Chung/ County of Los Angeles:Department of Regional Planning, retrieved July
15,

2020.

http://planning.lacounty.gov/assets/upl/project/ccap_final-august2015.pdf)

Knowledge of environmental concerns sets up many avenues to react in
response to climate change. There are some California K-12 programs who have an
interest in climate change problems, but current teachers are unprepared to
factually answer many of their questions. This is indicative of preparing teachers
with an environmental science class for their teaching degree to better answer
those questions. This is where universities and general colleges come into play,
where they cultivate future teachers with environmental knowledge to then mold
their students to fundamentally understand through application how different
wastes and climate relate (Kohli 2019). Along with training teachers, research
universities have cutting edge research and tools to tackle the changing problems
of climate change at the forefront. Being a county near the shoreline, LA County
may face the brunt of the climate changing compared to other regions because
much of the area (66%, 9% above the national average) believes global warming will
harm people in the US (refer to Figure 5). The county is aware of the effects from
climate change and can see the demise if nothing is done to prevent catastrophe.
LA county resides on the tribes of the Tongva, Yuhaviatam/Maarenga’yam,
Fermandeño Tataviam, Chumash, and Kashtik (Native Land n.d.).
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Figure 5. Map shows a survey of Los Angeles County adults who think global
warming will harm people in the US, with a difference from the national average
of 57%. Significant because it shows coastal counties like Los Angeles county
possibly seeing the effects of climate change currently compared to the more
inland counties. (Screenshot by Parker Goetz, July 2020. Yale Climate Opinion
Map, Yale Program on Climate Change Communication retrieved July 16, 2020).
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SECTION 2: Climate Change as Combo Disaster
[Matthew Marchioro & Lindsey Bolanos]
Southern California is an area prone to environmental health threats due to
the climate and geography of the region. LA county specifically sits at the heart of
Southern California and is by far the most populated county, housing one quarter
of all Californians (Cubit n.d.). Due to the concentrated population, there is poor air
quality in the county because of high carbon emissions, which is mainly from
transportation (LACDPH n.d.). However there are also many petrochemical plants
and superfund sites in the region (see figures 6 and 7) that fill the air with toxic
substances and criteria air pollutants, which affect the fenceline residents most
severely. Moreover, perhaps even more dangerously, it exacerbates the global
phenomenon of climate change.
In this report, the focus is more on the effect of climate change that
exacerbate other environmental health threats to Angelenos like floods (Figure 6),
droughts (Figure 9), wildfires (Figure 8) and more (Appendix 2); the pollution from
refineries and highways are more of a cause and catalyst of climate change, and
thus will not be the main focus in this study.
Global warming, or the rise of Earth’s average global temperature through
the increase of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, poses very broad and diverse
consequences including the melting of the polar ice caps, glacier recession, ocean
acidification, increased probabilities of droughts,

extreme weather and floods;

these are not counting the indirect effects to the health of humans like property
damage, loss of housing, fewer crop yields, etc.
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In addition, these conditions will only worsen already present environmental
health threats in LA county, a region known for its natural droughts and wildfires.
Climate change not only increases the chances of these threats, it also makes them
more severe.
The combined effects of droughts and hotter temperatures increase wildfire
hazard risk. Wildfires, in turn, spread by consuming vast forested areas, leaving the
land bare with any trees that can absorb CO2 in the exchange for oxygen, as well as
worsening the soil and producing an incredible amount of CO2, which feeds into
the great cycle of global warming. The lack of trees from the aftermath of a wildfire
will increase chances of flooding, because trees can keep the soil in place in case of
heavy rains causing an overflowing river. However, a lack of trees means a lack of
soil, which gets swept away with the water running downstream, causing more
toxic particles to make it into the groundwater - the same groundwater that comes
out of our taps - granted there is still a house left standing after a potential fire and
flood.
Clearly, these environmental threats are intertwined with each other, one
threat will worsen the impact of another. The following are more in-depth analyses
of some of the individual threats that a future LA county may have to respond to.
Keeping in mind that all of them are linked with each other, shows an incredibly
scary prediction of what is to come.
As previously mentioned, Los Angeles County is located in an area where
environmental threats persist each year due to the climate, as well as other threats
due to large refineries (Austin et al. 2020). We examined the environmental threats
in Carson and Wilmington in previous case studies and determined that these
threats were due to local refineries such as the Marathon Refinery. This refinery
contributes largely to the air pollution in the area as well as in other nearby cities.
Los Angeles County consists of Carson and Wilmington as well as many other cities,
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and therefore has environmental threats resulting from refineries and the harmful
gases that they emit.
As Los Angeles County is one of the most populated areas in the whole state
of California, the air quality is very poor due to high carbon emissions and pollution
from the refineries (Los Angeles County Department of Public Health n.d.). The
Marathon Refinery is the largest refinery on the West Coast and significantly
contributes to the poor air quality in Los Angeles County (Marathon 2020). Not only
are refineries at fault for the poor air quality in Los Angeles County, but high
volumes of traffic in this area are also part of the problem. Such high levels of
pollution contributes to the global warming that is already being experienced
around the world. Global warming is one of the main reasons for the annual rise in
temperatures across the country and around the world. Such a rise in temperature
has been linked to various health disparities that need to be addressed. Fire threats
have been correlated to the rise in temperature with Los Angeles County
representing tier 2 and tier 3 fire threats (CPUC 2019). Figure 8 shows the different
areas within Los Angeles County that correspond with tier 2 and tier 3 fire threats,
which contribute to the high levels of pollution because they are so dry.
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Figure 8. Los Angeles County has multiple fire threats representing Tier 2 and Tier
3. Tier 2 fire threats are listed as being elevated, while Tier 3 fire threats are listed
as being extreme. This CPUC FireMap has been updated as of January 2019 to
represent the high fire threat districts pertaining to Los Angeles County.
(Screenshot by Lindsey Bolanos, July 15, 2020. Fire Map, California Public Utilities
Commission, retrieved July 15, 2020) https://ia.cpuc.ca.gov/firemap/)

When examining the air quality monitoring site, the main pollutant known in
Los Angeles County is PM 2.5 (IQAir n.d.). Based on information provided by the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), fine particulate matter in the air such as PM
2.5 is a great risk to the health of the population, and creates a haze that is present
in a majority of the United States (EPA n.d.). Los Angeles County is reported to
contain approximately 9 out of the 15 most polluted cities in the United States, and
Los Angeles has been ranked as 82nd out of 1,517 cities with the worst pollution
(IQAir n.d.). A 2019 State of the Air Report showed that Los Angeles has the worst
ozone pollution in the United States, which can cause various health effects such as
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repository infections and even death (IQAir n.d.). PM 2.5 is ranked in the 98th
percentile nationally and 83rd percentile state-wide on EPA CalEnviroScreen 3.0,
which means that pollution is very high (EJScreen 2019). The large volume of traffic
within Los Angeles County is one of the main reasons why cancer rates and
respiratory illnesses are so high in the county. The cancer risk in Los Angeles
County is in the 95th percentile nationally and 98th percentile state-wide (EJScreen
2019). The respiratory illness risk in Los Angeles County is in the 95th percentile
nationally and 96th percentile state-wide (EJScreen 2019). Traffic in Los Angeles
County is one of the highest in the country and is considered to be in the 98th
percentile state-wide for environmental indicators (EJScreen 2019). According to the
Los Angeles Times, Los Angeles county is approximately 920 feet away from the
freeway, which puts the community at risk from high traffic pollution levels (LA
Times 2020). High pollution levels in LA County are also largely due to ground-level
ozone pollution that accumulates during warmer temperatures. In Figure 9, we can
see that warmer temperatures are linked to future droughts, which can result in
higher levels of ozone pollution.
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Figure 9. Los Angeles County has had an observed historical average temperature
of 66.5 degree fahrenheit. Maximum daily temperature is described as typically
occurring in the early afternoon with a drought scenario of 74.8 degrees
fahrenheit between the water year of October through September. The observed
historical precipitation average is recorded at 32.4 inches. The drought scenario
precipitation is expected to be 21.5 inches during the water year of October
through September.
Extended

(Screenshot by Lindsey Bolanos, July 15, 2020. Future

Drought,

cal-adapt,

retrieved

July

15,

2020.

https://cal-adapt.org/tools/extended-drought/)

Los Angeles County consists of many cities, with Torrance being one of them.
The city of Torrance has heat risk and heat readiness measures in place to prepare
for a ‘Heat Event’ in the future. The probability of a heat event in 2040 is listed as
medium, according to data collected from the Urban Adaptation Assessment
(ND-Gain n.d.). Figure 10 describes the risks and readiness level of Torrance, which
has a heat risk score of 59.2. If a heat event were to occur, Los Angeles County
would see a huge increase in pollution levels, which would negatively impact the
people within the county.
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Figure 10. The city of Torrance is part of Los Angeles County. Overall, the city is
high risk and low readiness. Torrance has a heat risk score of 59.2. A lower heat
risk score is described as being better. The risk adaptive capacity score is 55.2,
with the higher score being described as better. The risk exposure score is 78.8,
with a lower score being described as better. The risk sensitivity score is 34.4, with
a lower score being better. Torrance has a readiness score of 35.1, with a higher
score being described as better. The economic readiness score is 30.4, with a
higher score being better. The social readiness score is 19.4 with a higher score
being better. The governmental readiness score is 55.4 with a higher score being
better. (Screenshot by Lindsey Bolanos, July 15, 2020. Urban Adaptation
Assessment, Notre Dame Global Adaptation Initiative, retrieved July 15, 2020.
https://gain-uaa.nd.edu)

The aforementioned Superfund sites in the county of LA are a great
vulnerability because these projects usually cover the cleanup of very big toxic sites
that have to be protected from wildfire and floods. Figure 6 shows a map of the
hazards that superfund in LA county are at risk of.
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Figure 6. US Government Accountability Office map for Superfund sites: in their
own words, they “used available data to identify Superfund sites in areas that may
be impacted by wildfires and different types of flooding” (US GAO 2019). There
are four “high flood hazard” sites: San Fernando Valley (near Burbank), San
Fernando Valley (near Glendale), Southern Avenue Industrial Area (near South
Gate), Del Amo (near Torrance). Then, there are five “moderate or other flood
hazards” sites: San Gabriel Valley (near Baldwin Park), Omega Chemical
Corporation (near Whittier), Pemaco Maywood (near Maywood), Jervis B. Webb
Co. (near South Gate), and Cooper Drum Co. (near South Gate). The first most
at-risk plant is without a doubt the Southern Avenue Industrial Area because it
sits so close to the Rio Hondo river, which might be victim to a flood caused by
the destruction of the Whittier Narrows Dam from heavy rain directly upstream
(LA Times 2019). It is hard to rank a second plant threatened the most from lack
of more data and understanding of the region, but an assumption can be made
that the San Fernando Superfund sites might suffer as well from potential floods
coming from the various rivers that flow into the valley. (Screenshot by Matthew
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Marchioro, July 2020. Superfund Sites and Climate Change, U.S. Government
Accountability

Office,

October

18,

2019,

retrieved

July

15,

2020.

https://www.gao.gov/multimedia/GAO-20-73/interactive/)

The number of superfund sites in the county may be alarming, however,
paying close attention to the map may help alleviate some of the initial worries. The
first observation is that all supersites on the map reside in the southern part of LA
county. One more thing that can be noticed is that many dots are yellow, which
indicate a “no hazard identified (includ[ing] unknown)”. Their definition of unknown
are “areas where data were not available in digital format”. Unfortunately, “no
hazard” and “unknown” hold very different weight when talking about potential
superfund sites being at the mercy of climate change. It is not safe to make the
general assumption that all yellow dots represent a “no hazard”. In fact, it may be
better to assume that there still is a potential hazard around that site, but it is
probably best, if needed for future research, that each yellow dot is checked
individually for whether or not it poses a threat.
According to the LA times (Sahagun 2018), residents of LA county need not
only to be worried about the next big earthquake, but the next big flood as well.
There is a major concern because of the effects of global warming on weather
events globally. Warming will cause more extreme weather events and increase the
chance of floods (Hersher 2019). Not only that, but the infrastructure built to
withstand flooding events are mostly outdated, as weather events become more
and more extreme, the older infrastructure will lag behind and not be able to stop
the disaster.
The map of LA county only shows Superfund sites threatened by flooding
events, which is somewhat reassuring because the local government may focus its
efforts on mitigating the effects of future floods. This way even the training they
give to volunteers, in case of future action to protect the superfund sites, will be all
focused on preventing flooding events, limiting contrasting and conflicting
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measures if the site were both a flood and wildfire hazard (which they are not - only
flood, according to GAO).
Most of these Superfund sites tend to crowd around the Los Angeles, Rio
Hondo, and the San Gabriel rivers, making them prone to a flooding threat in the
event of extreme rain conditions. Both the Rio Hondo and the San Gabriel rivers are
direct spillways from the Whittier Narrows Dam. The possibility of a flood recently
became even bigger as the US Army Corps of Engineers declared that it “no longer
met the agency’s tolerable-risk guidelines and could fail in the event of a very large,
very rare storm”, in which the “catastrophic flooding could extend from Pico Rivera
to Long Beach” meaning that it would sweep past most of the aforementioned
Superfund sites (LA Times 2019).
Figure 7 shows the same two sites regarded as most at risk from Figure 6 as
examples, but from a ‘toxicity-perspective’. Surprisingly, the site at San Fernando
Valley seems more dangerous because of the possible leakage of toxic substances
into the groundwater - said to be used by “800,000” people in the LA county (Toxic
SItes 2015).
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Figure 7. The map from Toxic Sites shows toxic Superfund sites and also provides a
description of the history of the sites and a toxicity score (the higher the worse).
The first screenshot shows the sites in LA county, where the darker the red, the
worse the toxicity score. Pictured are four sites with a score 50 or more, seven
with scores between 40 to 50, four with scores between 30 to 40, and two with
scores between 20 to 30. It should be noted—see figures above—that sites
deemed a priority are ones with a score over 28.5. In the region, the average
score is above 40, with not a single site under the priority threshold. (Screenshots
by Matthew Marchioro, July 2020. Superfund Sites, Toxic Sites, 2015, retrieved July
15, 2020. h
 ttp://www.toxicsites.us/ )

A summary of the situation in LA county can be found in Figure 11, showing
a graph of risk versus readiness. Unfortunately most of LA county doesn't fare well,
because major cities lie in the second quadrant (figure 11). This is a clear indicator
that the county as a whole needs to ready itself for the possible dangers of what’s
to come. Global Warming will not help the already present possible fast disasters
unleashed by the many refineries present in the region, nor will it help the slow
pollution coming from these refineries and the heavy use of transportation.
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Figure 11. Map of Climate Vulnerabilities showing three cities in LA county: Los
Angeles, Torrance, and Glendale. The first impression we get from this map is that
all three cities in the county show up in the second quadrant (top left) of the map.
This quadrant represents “a city with a high level risk of climate change, but a low
level of readiness” (ND-GAIN 2018). Intuitively, this quadrant houses cities that
have the most to suffer from the impacts of climate change. Refer to Figure 10 for
the specific breakdown for Los Angeles and Torrance. (Screenshot by Matthew
Marchioro, July 2020. Urban Adaptation Assessment, Notre Dame Global
Adaptation Initiative, retrieved July 16, 2020. https://gain-uaa.nd.edu)
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SECTION 3: Compound Vulnerabilities [Jose
Romero]
Los Angeles County is unique in that it is an area that is synonymous with
diversity. The area is composed of individuals with varying ethnic backgrounds and
economic standings. Looking more into the annual income of individuals and
families in the county it is clear that Los Angeles County has a significantly higher
rate of poverty in comparison to other counties: According to Opportunity Index
(Figure 12), 17.8% of the population was the poverty line in 2018. Looking into
recent data, in 2020 a reducemement occurred as 17% of the Los Angeles County
population lives below the poverty line now, however the national poverty line is
13.1% so rates of poverty are still high in the area(Data USA 2020). Los Angeles
County also has higher rates of absence in one of its more prominent school
districts. According to EdSource (Figure 13), In the Los Angeles Unified School
District there is a 12.8% absentee rate.

These statistics demonstrate that Los

Angeles County's population is in a vulnerable position, where it is more difficult to
actively participate in fighting against environmental injustice. A large portion of the
population lacks basic needs such as food security and difficulty in maintaining
constant participation in their education, which explains their inability to act against
environmental issues such as air pollution and overall global warming.
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Figure 12. In Los Angeles County there are higher rates of unemployment and
poverty which demonstrates that the area faces more difficulty in participating in
environmental issues that directly affect them. (Screenshot by Jose Romero, June
2020. Opportunity Index, retrieved July 16, 2020).
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Figure 13. Rates of absences in one of the most prominent school districts in Los
Angeles County show rates higher than the state average. This data guides us to
think that many individuals are lacking a proper education. Lack of education can
be a signifier for unawareness or inability to participate in environmental issues
concerning the area. (Screenshot by Jose Romero, June 2020. Chronic School
Absentee Data, EdSource, retrieved July 16, 2020).

Beyond not everyone having the privilege of participating in environmental
activism, individuals in the Los Angeles county also have technological roadblocks.
There are multiple air pollution measuring systems for the area, but the ones I
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utilized appeared to lack important data. Firstly, looking into the CalEnviroScreen
3.0 we see various areas within Los Angeles County, each with distinct pollution
levels. The range of pollution in some areas was in the 60-65th percentile while
others reached points up in the 80-85th percentile. Here we see high levels of
pollution in the county, which guides us to think that the situation is critical. I must
add that this interpretation of the data may be misguided as the information within
the measuring system was last updated in June of 2018. This information is not up
to date which provides us an unclear image of the pollution levels of the county.
The pollution levels in the area may be higher or lower, meaning we do not know
the actual severity of the situation. Moving onto the Los Angeles County Public
Health Department’s own Air Quality Forecast System, we see another form of
missing information. This system is successful in that it provides hour by hour
updates on air quality for a specific area, but lacks the ability to show air quality
trends beyond the current month. The limitation here is that larger yearly trends
are not displayed, meaning that there is still a lack of accessible information that
can help a resident understand the state of environmental issues in the county. In
short, the county of Los Angeles lacks important technological systems that are up
to date and record large trends which ultimately would allow the county to be
informed on pollution levels of the area.
Looking at the current political climate of our nation, we can clearly
acknowledge that political figures in power are disregarding environmental policies
that directly affect Los Angeles County. Los Angeles County demonstrates
acknowledgment of global warming as a real issue. According to the Yale Climate
Opinion Map, within the United States, 67% of adults think global warming is
happening (Marlon et al. 2020). Looking specifically into Los Angeles County, 70% of
adults think global warming is happening (Marlon et al. 2020). Seeing these
statistics, one would imagine strong regulations against polluting agents, but the
opposite is occurring. This year, the Trump administration has increased the
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allowed carbon dioxide emissions standards for the nation's automakers by "1.5% a
year through the model year 2026” (Rott & Ludden 2020). This act demonstrates
that our current political climate is actively disregarding the social culture of our
time and, more importantly, governmental institutions are actively dismantling
policies and regulations meant to prevent further environmental issues and protect
people, which makes fighting for environmental justice more difficult.
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SECTION 4: Stakeholder Analysis [Erik Ren]
The main stakeholders in this case are residents, the local government,
business owners, first responders, and government organizations. One of the
stakeholders that have experienced the direct effects of climate change are the
local residents of Los Angeles County. There are over 10 million residents of which
70.7% are White (26.1% not Hispanic or Latino), 15.4% are Asian, and 9% are Black
(US Census Bureau 2019). The median household income in LA County is $63,251,
which is slightly higher than the national median, but the median value of housing
units is $543,400 which is significantly higher than the national median (US Census
Bureau). Although residents of LA County are not significantly affluent, the large
population of the area grants significant power to the people in terms of awareness
and change. Between the years 1895 and 2018, the average annual temperature in
LA County has risen by 4.1 degrees Fahrenheit, which contributes to the increase in
heat-related deaths and wildfires that have jeopardized the safety of each resident
(Chilland 2019). Local residents perceive this disaster as an issue that requires
immediate attention and action. In the Woolsey fire, a report was drafted criticising
the “lack of an identified, single, informed voice,” the ineffective use of emergency
broadcasting systems, and the lack of an effective communications plan (Chandler
2019). Because of this, response to the fire was poorly coordinated leaving
residents confused and reliant on other sources of information.
The local government of LA county, including the Los Angeles County
Department of Public Health, is another stakeholder that has perceived climate
change as a large concern to the public. The Los Angeles County Department of
Public Health aims to inform and protect the public by providing many educational
and informational resources on their website and taking actions against risks to
public health. In addition, the Department of Public health produced a report that
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covers the issues of climate change and the actions that can be taken. The report
highlights the connection between climate change and health by describing how
high heat exacerbates respiratory diseases caused by pollution, how heat-related
illnesses affect those who work outdoors, and how water quality is impacted by
evaporation and reduced rainfall (Los Angeles County Department of Public Health
2014). Further, Mayor Eric Garcetti has plans to “plant trees, install ‘cool’ roofs,
repave streets with solar-reflective pavement, and take other steps” in order to
reduce the effects of climate change in urban areas (Chilland 2019). The local
government perceives climate change as a danger to public health and has taken
action to protect its residents.

Figure 14. Photo of a firefighter battling flames in the Oak Park neighborhood
caused by the Woolsey Fire. Firefighters must continue to deal with the increase
in wildfires despite the lack of resources. (Screenshot by Erik Ren from Los Angeles
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Times, January 6, 2019, retrieved July 15, 2020)

First responders, like firefighters from the Los Angeles County Fire
Department shown in Figure 14, have the duty to protect residents and their
property against the effects of climate change. With changes in the climate that
create warmer and drier conditions, large fires have increased, which has strained
local fire departments and their resources. These departments perceive climate
change and the increase of wildfires as an issue that requires attention in order to
guarantee the safety of the public. During the Woolsey Fire, the Los Angeles County
Fire Department was experiencing an “‘avalanche’ of calls” and “could not keep up
with structure defense” (Chandler 2019). In addition, the fire department was
“stretched thin” and “‘frequently’ requested-to no avail-resources from surrounding
agencies” (Chandler 2019). The lack of resources significantly reduces the capacity
to deal with wildfires which is extremely concerning to first responders and
firefighters that are expected to control the situation.
Businesses, depending on their nature, have a complicated perception of
climate change. Chemical processing plants and refineries do not generally view
climate change as an issue since it has potential to increase operational costs and
lower production. While limits and regulations have been set, state leaders have
done little against them because of the fierce “financial and lobbying might” of
these businesses (Leslie 2018). In order to preserve their interests, refineries and
processing plants ignore the effects of climate change and the damages it can bring
to the public.
Government organizations like the Environmental Protection Agency have
the resources and power to control emissions that contribute to climate change.
The EPA acknowledges the science that indicates climate change and has the power
to issue powerful regulations that businesses must follow. In an effort to combat
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climate change, the EPA has listed actions taken like collection emissions data,
reducing greenhouse gas emissions, promoting clean energy, evaluating policy
options, advancing science, and partnering with states (US EPA 2017). The EPA
perceives climate change as an issue that humans are largely responsible for and
focuses their attention on reducing human factors that contribute to it.
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SECTION

5:

Stakeholder

Actions

[Mara

Shapiro]
When looking at the different stakeholders groups present in this discussion
of the threat of climate change to members of Los Angeles County, there are a
variety of community, county, and corporate level stakeholders. For example, the
county has a “Community Climate Action Plan which was adopted in 2015 to outline
how the county would work to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from the activities
in unincorporated areas of LA County” (LA Dept. of Regional Planning 2020). This
community climate action plan is a very progressive plan outlined from county level
stakeholders. However, greenhouse gas emissions and other types of air, water,
and soil pollution need to be reduced all throughout the county, not just in the
“unincorporated areas”.
Other county level stakeholder initiatives include those from the LA County
Department of Public Health. These climate change handouts present on their
website, such as “Tips to Reduce Climate Change” and “Plan to reduce health
impacts”, are very accessible to various community members but do not seem to
outline the extent of the climate change crisis in LA County, nor do these handouts
explain what community members can do to get involved with activist efforts. Seen
below in Figure 15 is the director of the LA County Department of Public Health
speaking at a briefing on the COVID-19 crisis. A similar style briefing should be
organized in the near future to discuss the threat that climate change has on the
county of Los Angeles.
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Figure 15. Director of LA County Department of Public Health Barbara Ferrer seen
speaking at a press conference briefing about COVID-19. The LA County
Department of Public Health has been under scrutiny during this pandemic.
Similar scrutiny that has been experienced due to the “hands-off” nature of
climate change action and policy that the LA County Department of Public Health
has experienced. (“L.A. County Reaches ‘very Sad Milestone’ as Coronavirus
Deaths

Rise.”

Los

Angeles

Times.

April

19,

2020.

https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-04-19/la-county-reaches-mileston
e-coronavirus-deaths. Retrieved July 15th, 2020.)

Most of the active stakeholders in this fight against climate change in Los
Angeles County are operating at the county level, the public health department
being the first and foremost most active stakeholder. While they are trying their
best to bring their knowledge and resources to the LA community, they do not take
into account HOW and WHY climate change is drastically affecting LA county.
Instead, they do no more than offer simple lifestyle changes to LA county residents
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instead of tackling the county's large polluters.
In summary, there are a variety of county wide stakeholder efforts being
done in an effort to reduce the environmental health impact of climate change in
Los Angeles, but more stakeholders from the community level up through the
industry level are needed in this conversation. For example, local EiJ activists groups
need to link up with the county’s efforts to work towards a better LA county.
Climate change and the effect it has on the county and the effect it will continue to
have on the county is not a single stakeholder’s issue. This is a large problem that
needs to be addressed collectively. That is why local activism, various union
organizations, industrial corporations, as well as the county, need to come together
to address climate change and the relationship it has with LA County. To see more
of an analysis on various stakeholders and what actions have been taken and what
actions have not been taken yet, please refer to Appendix 5, "Stakeholder Actions".
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SECTION

6:

Role

Environmental

of

Media

Organizations

and

Big

[Yolanda

Gonzalez]
Media outlets and big environmental organizations both point to the
seriousness of the problem of global warming and rising temperatures in different
ways. Big media outlets like Curbed Los Angeles (LA), Los Angeles Times, and The
Washington Post describe the increase in temperatures and/or how it is affecting
individuals in LA. They do not cover why it is happening in detail or what others
could do to dismantle and alleviate the issue permanently.
In Curbed LA, an article titled “How hot, exactly, is LA going to get?” by Elijah
Chiland discusses the increase in temperatures in different areas of LA, how people
are affected, and how the effects could be mitigated. As seen in Figure 16, the
article by Chiland provides a beautiful yet alarming picture of the LA Sky. LA skies
are hazy and its high particulate matter causes the colors of the sky to vary. Other
articles by Curbed LA that speak about the importance of global warming and its
effects on people are “Mapping the LA 'Hoods Most at Risk From Global Warming”
and “All the Ways Global Warming Will Make Los Angeles Less Healthy”, both by
Bianca Barragan.

Los Angeles County in the News
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Figure 16. In Curbed LA, the above picture was placed in an article titled,“How hot,
exactly, is LA going to get?” As a result of pollution, LA county skies may often look
hazy and sunsets may be of different colors. (Los Angeles County temperatures
rise 2.3℃ from 1895 to 2018 by Shutterstock, 2019, retrieved July 14, 2020)

Barragan mentions a report that indicates who is most vulnerable in LA and
explains the usage of solar energy to decrease global warming (Barragan, 2014).
She also explains how heat increases mosquito issues, but individuals who lack the
resources to access an air conditioner cannot stay in much because their homes
are hot (Barragan, 2016). Barragan does well in explaining the issue through the
experiences and lives of the community, but does not talk about the reason the
issue is happening. An article titled “Tax Fee Our Way Out of Global Warming” by
jwilliams from Curbed LA shortly explains the efforts to create a policy in LA that will
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tax fee residents for vehicle usage to invest money in organizations that could
decrease the effects of global warming.
Unlike other environmental organizations, media outlets do not explain the
cause and science behind the issues much or how global warming could be
decreased by creating solutions that will directly solve the issue instead of
alleviating the issues. Los Angeles Times also talks about the issue of global warming
but does not stress the importance of the issues. Instead, they mostly focus on the
alarming increase of temperature and what is being done by stakeholders to
attempt to make the situation better. In two articles from Los Angeles Times, titled
“Scorching temperatures expected for Southern California this weekend” by Paul
Duginski and “Los Angeles is in the grips of a heat wave this weekend” by City News
Service, the focus is information on extreme heat temperatures in LA. LA Times
describes that temperatures on the weekend of July 2020 will be 90 to 104 degrees
(Duginki 2020).
The Washington Post's articles provide more information than in the articles
mentioned from LA Times, but they still do not provide specific details on why global
warming is an issue. They instead focus more on the increase of temperature and
broadly explain the rapid heating of regions is threatening ecosystems, landscapes,
people, and animals (Mufson 2019). Unlike environmental organizations they do
not

explain the issues in detail, list stories of success, or invite readers to get

involved in the issue.
Environmental organizations like Sierra Club list information, articles, and
opportunities to get involved in solutions for environmental issues in Los Angeles
on their website. They do well in providing facts that explain why global warming is
happening. They explain in “Urban Oil Drillings” that LA has 68 oil fields which are
mostly located in areas where low-income individuals reside (Clean- Break, n.d.).
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Instead of talking about the issues and its effects in a non-specific way, they also
provide sections that explain how oil drilling affects different aspects of LA
county—for example, health, air pollution, water pollution, climate change, noise
and light pollution, and earthquakes.
Environmental Organizations also provide more informational images and
maps compared to big media outlets. The information they provide helps people to
understand the issues and also empowers them to become part of the solution by
telling positive stories of success. In “1 Million LA and Ventura County Residents
Now Receiving 100% Renewable Energy” by David Haake and “Marching to Break
Free from Fossil Fuels in L.A. and Beyond” by a Sierra Club Field member, two
stories of success are told. Both successes are solutions that tackle the issues of
global warming directly by getting to the root of the issue.
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SECTION 7: Recommended Local Actions
[Dana Austin]
According to the Yale Climate Opinion Map 2019, only around half (54%) of
people within Los Angeles County think that climate change will harm them
personally (Marlon et al. 2019). However, the effects of climate change are already
evident across California, which experiences hotter summers and shorter winters.
California has seen increasing temperatures each decade which, coupled with
drought and lack of rainfall, creates the perfect recipe for fire: "Take hot air and no
rain and moisture evaporating from trees, shrubs, and soil. After a series of long,
expansive, hot, dry spells, trees and shrubs will be transformed into ideal tinder to
feed a fire. The bigger the area affected, the more available fuel. All you need then
is a spark" (Barclay 2019). Camp Fire, the deadliest fire in California history which
killed nearly 100 people and destroyed thousands of structures and acres of wildlife
in 2018, was in part caused by climate change, which "'[amplifies] fire behavior and
fire size'" (Barclay 2019). The increasing number of fires in California, along with
frequent droughts—the last one ending only in March of last year (National
Integrated

Drought

Information

System

n.d.)—are

significant

climate

change-related concerns that have impacted nearly everyone across California, yet
the Opinion Map shows that for the most part, around half of the people do not
believe climate change affects them, and most people do not discuss global
warming or frequently hear about global warming in the media (Marlon et al. 2019).
Although these effects may be small to some, the Opinion Map suggests a general
lack of awareness of the individual effects of climate change. Looking at other
counties within the map reflects that fact, but for a county like Los Angeles, the
most populous county in the nation (Statista 2020), that persisting belief is
especially concerning.
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The first action should be to mandate climate change as a part of the K-12
curriculum in Los Angeles County. If people are better educated on the potential
extents of climate change and how climate change is already affecting local areas,
then they are more likely to push for legislation and programs that combats climate
change, including within the current education system. One of the most significant
ways to address this issue is to require that climate change be a part of the
educational curriculum. Although some schools are starting to do so, the schools
still lack the necessary time and resources. Sara Shepich, a kindergarten teacher in
Oakland, California, says, "This is still new territory for me[. . . .] We don’t have a
climate change curriculum. It’s up to teachers to implement this, but the minutes [in
the school day] just don’t exist'" (Johnson 2019). In the long-term, passing a federal
law that mandates climate change curriculum nationwide would be the best
solution, but for now, Los Angeles County should pass local laws that require all
schools in the county to add climate change into the curriculum. If such a large
county were to successfully do so, that would act as an example to the rest of the
nation, and the younger generations which will be responsible for enacting climate
change legislation in the following decades would be more informed of the
immediate and global risks of climate change.
Additionally, Los Angeles County should increase climate-change related
weather preparedness for both cold weather, hot weather, and flooding by creating
cold-proof infrastructure, heat-proof infrastructure, and properly reinforcing
existing structures. A key finding of the Notre Dame Global Adaptation Initiative
(ND-GAIN),

a

database

assessing

the

climate

change-related

risks

and

vulnerabilities cities across the U.S. face, is that the "cities that are most vulnerable
to climate change hazards are also the least prepared for them" (Tekin 2019).
Specifically, warm-climate cities, like those in California, are the least prepared for
severe cold weather that comes along with climate change, and thus are the most
vulnerable. Los Angeles City ranks significantly high for cold and flood impacts
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(Tekin 2019). The county should undertake the task of installing heating units
throughout houses that lack proper central heating systems, and require that all
future structures be built with heating systems.
Heat is another formidable weather concern: "LA is one of 71 counties
nationwide where temperatures jumped more than 2 degrees celsius [between
1895 and 2018]—a threshold that climate scientists have warned could be
disastrous on a global scale" (Chiland 2019). The increase in temperature will cause
greater and more frequent heat waves throughout summer, which poses a
significant threat to vulnerable social groups, as "[prolonged] periods of high heat
[...] can prove fatal, particularly for older adults, children, and those with chronic
medical conditions" (Chiland 2019). In fact, according to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, heat waves are deadlier than any other natural hazard in
America (Chiland 2019). In order to address this threat, Los Angeles County should
urge residents to install air conditioning units. With respect to future cold and hot
weather risks, for those who are financially unable to afford installing heating or AC
units or who would struggle to do so (e.g, single mothers, low-income families, etc.),
the county should enact programs which install units without requiring eligible
residents to pay.
Furthermore, around 90% of Los Angeles City's buildings were built pre-1999,
which pose significant flood concerns, as flood provision adoptions only began in
the late 1990s, leaving cities built before more flood-prone (University of Notre
Dame 2018). To address flooding concerns, two short-term solutions would be to
build levees around neighborhoods at most risk from coastal flooding and to lift the
most at-risk houses using supports. Levees only protect from immediate sea level
rise and houses can only be lifted by so much, so the priority of flood preparedness
should instead be to prevent anyone else from moving into these places by
disallowing new housing plans to be built in extremely flood-prone areas, and to
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move people out of these areas through housing funding programs. By properly
reinforcing infrastructure, Los Angeles County can seriously reduce the threat of
weather-related risks and fatalities for thousands of residents, particularly the most
vulnerable.
The highest priority action Los Angeles County should take is to prevent
urban sprawl, which contributes to vehicle pollution and potentially places people
in high-risk zones, by creating inner city housing programs which take advantage of
vertical, rather than horizontal, space, and by building a thorough public
transportation system within the county's cities to promote lively city centers and
draw people into cities. As Douglas Murphy of The Guardian explains, "Although the
first use of the term “urban sprawl” appears to be in the context of London in 1955,
what we know as sprawl is a quintessentially American invention" (Murphy 2017),
and Los Angeles is perhaps the most famously known American city for urban
sprawl. Urban sprawl produces several problems: traffic congestion, inefficient land
use which destroys natural land, and "vastly greater amounts of pollution and CO2
than a more compact [city would produce]" (Murphy 2017). Although adding
climate change to the educational curriculum and increasing climate change
preparedness are both important, preventing urban sprawl is the highest priority
action the county must make because urban sprawl contributes directly to global
warming due to the large amounts of CO2 emitted and wildlife torn down to travel
to and build the houses outside of cities, in addition to harming local residents due
to pollution emissions.
Furthemore, steps to address urban sprawl could incorporate the
aforementioned actions: creating housing plans within the cities by building taller
buildings which take up vertical space instead of horizontal space could also
address the issues of living in flood-prone areas and the lack of heating systems.
Central city housing plans could require heating systems and to be built in areas
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that are not flood-prone while simultaneously drawing people into a smaller space,
which would reduce the county's carbon footprint by reducing vehicle emissions.
Vehicle emissions could also be reduced by creating a comprehensive public
transportation system, such as a light rail system in Los Angeles and bus systems in
the smaller cities throughout the county, along with a bus system connecting cities
to each other. The creation of such a system would dramatically reduce the need of
a vehicle, which is a "major pollution contributor" ((Union of Concerned Scientists
2014). In 2013, for example, "transportation contributed more than half of the
carbon monoxide and nitrogen oxides, and almost a quarter of the hydrocarbons
emitted into our air" (Union of Concerned Scientists 2014), despite the fact that
"ninety percent of cars are stationary ninety percent of the time [and] eighty
percent of cars on their trips are trips with just one person in them" (TedxStuttgart
2012). A comprehensive transportation system would dramatically reduce the need
for a car and further promote movement into cities, where the transportation
system would provide easy access within and between cities. This action would
particularly help disadvantaged communities, who suffer the most from pollution
(see Figure 17), as converting to a public transportation system would reduce
pollution not only from nearby highways, but also from nearby refineries which
provide fossil fuels for the automobile industry.
Although the County of Los Angeles has taken several measures to address
climate change, including the implementation of their Community Climate Action
Plan and Los Angeles Mayor Garcetti's Green New Deal, much of the county lacks
proper actions to address climate change. The county has eleven disadvantaged
communities—communities ranking within the 25th percentile for pollution scores
on CalEnviroScreen 3.0, which includes indexes like poverty and ethnicity—which
continue to be severely affected by pollution sources and climate change despite
the county's past actions.
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SB 535 Disadvantaged Communities in Los Angeles County
https://oehha.ca.gov/calenviroscreen/sb535

Figure 17. The map shows census tracts with the highest pollution burden scores
in red (within the 90th percentile). One high-scoring census tract, selected with
the blue outline, is in Wilmington, one of Los Angeles County's disadvantaged
communities. This census tract's pollution burden score is within the 99th
percentile, meaning that the tract's pollution burden is worse than 99% of the
nation's population. Disadvantaged communities in particular suffer from
pollution due to nearby pollution sources like refineries, highways, etc., so
investment on these communities should be directed toward reducing pollution,
such as by converting to a public transportation system, which would reduce the
need for vehicles (and thus fossil fuels). (Screenshot by Dana Austin, June 2020.
SB 535 Disadvantaged Communities Map, CalEnviroScreen 3.0, retrieved June 29,
2020).
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Although Mayor Garcetti's Green New Deal boasts having reached or
surpassed 90% of the plan's goals (“Mayor Garcetti Launches L.A.’s Green New
Deal" 2019), these communities continue to suffer heavy pollution, lack of support,
and high rates of asthma, cardiovascular disease, cancer, or other pollution-related
illnesses. Furthermore, these communities usually suffer the most from climate
change-related risks, as they lack tree coverage, proper infrastructure, etc. The
issues of these communities must be immediately met in order to effectively
combat climate change and protect people and wildlife. To see further climate
change-related risks and possible actions, see Appendix 7, "EiJ Local Actions
Sketch".
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SECTION

8:

Recommended

Extra-Local

Actions [Remington Wood]
LA country is one of the largest and most densely populated areas of the
state, with a population of about 10,000,000 individuals (U.S. Census, 2019). With a
huge number of people living in the area, there is an increased risk for
environmental health issues for all the citizens, but some areas are more impacted
than others. LA county has been known for its especially bad air problems, and
these issues have been reported on extensively (AQMD, 2020). However, it seems
that even with additional publicity and efforts that have been made to improve the
area, there are still serious environmental health issues that plague the people
living here. In order to help alleviate the growing problems, there must be multiple
changes made by the different governing bodies.
The state of California is primarily composed of Democrat registered voters
(U.S. Census 2019), and the state as a whole often supports environmental health
policies, but there is still much that needs to be done. As a state, California
government officials like the Governor need to pass new regulations that would
better enforce current laws that dictate environmental protection and laws that
would decrease the potential for negative health effects because of environmental
pollution. Specifically, some examples of these laws must focus on reducing the
number of air emissions from superfund sites, refineries, and vehicles. California
has been attempting to pass stricter emissions laws since 2019, but due to
pushpack from the President they have been unable to get the laws to pass in full.
The current administration is not in favor of laws which prohibit emissions or place
tighter restrictions on emitting sources such as vehicles, and as a result places like
Caliufornia have had a harder time trying to pass new laws which would help the
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environment.

The emissions must also be properly regulated and checked to

ensure that harmful chemicals which could promote health issues are not present.
Once the laws have been passed, the current facilities would be required to make
improvements and alterations to accommodate the new regulations or end up
closing entirely. This would place the health of the local residents as the priority
over the economic interests of large corporations.
The United States government must also move in this same direction.
Although LA County is the focus of these issues, government regulations across the
entirety of the United States would also assist in the overall alleviation of health
hazards. The government has passed certain laws and regulations already, one of
which was the Clean Air Act outlined in Figure 18, but there is still more work that
needs to be done. A carbon tax must be passed at a national level which would
encourage corporations to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. LA County is
becoming warmer every year and it is the result of local and national level
pollutants that are allowed to enter the environment in large amounts which
directly contributes to climate change and global warming patterns, and the
situation will only continue to become worse if action is not taken (Chiland, 2019).
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Figure 18.

The Clean Air Act is very important for LA county because it protects

the health of communities there by regulating and lowering the amount of air
pollution. It is because of this act that many potential deaths and health issues
have been avoided. (Remington Wood, July 2020. Clean Air Benefits Map, NRDC,
retrieved July 15, 2020).

To help pass these policies, local communities like LA County and those
across the country need to make their voices heard and push their lawmakers to
support these environmental policies. Without community support, it will be very
difficult to make change happen. More funding must be given to reporters focused
on environmental issues, and this goes directly In combination with this increased
community support. In order for communities to rally behind change and advocate
for the improvement of their environmental conditions they need to understand
what they are being exposed to and the risks that it may have on their health.
These reports must be allowed to be made public regardless of the information
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present and they cannot be censored by large corporations who do not want the
people to know the truth.
There is still obscurity regarding exactly which contaminants are being
released, and more funding must be provided for environmental researchers.
Government grants must be provided to those attempting to do research on the
environment and the pollution being released from facilities in close proximity to
communities. This will allow the communities to be better informed and help
convince government officials that changes need to be made when the information
is published. Having a better understanding of the pollutants also allows the
citizens already affected to seek the appropriate medical help for assistance with
their health issues or potential negative health effects in the future.
The highest priority action that must be focused on is the transition towards
renewable and environmentally friendly energy. Most of the major pollutants are all
released via the use of non-renewable energy (GTT 2019) and if these could be
mostly removed then the amount of pollution would go down significantly. This
would allow communities like LA County which are currently at a much higher risk
of environmental health problems to finally have security in their living conditions.
This is a change which must occur at both the state and national level in order to
finally pressure corporations to pursue better sources of energy. This change would
include a variety of different pollutant sources that range from power production to
the vehicles driven every day by millions of Americans. These changes need to be
passed soon and they must be allowed to work at full force, since the situation for
many communities is becoming increasingly worse over time and it may be too late
to act if these issues continue to be ignored over a much longer period.
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SECTION 9: Recommendations for Future
Research [Gurshran Gill]
While we have made great strides in understanding the issues facing Los Angeles
County (LA County n.d.), there is still more work to be done. There are a few simple
quantitative studies that might function to help gain understanding about the
realities that face a number of communities in LA County. Figure 19 below shows
one community in LA County as they fought against the merger of 2 refineries that
would create the largest refinery on the West Coast. One study is to focus on
research regarding pollution. There are a number of different chemical sensors
available right now to monitor chemical particulates in the air that are harmful to
humans beyond a certain very miniscule number in the parts per million to parts
per billion (ppb) range (Saclay Laser-matter Interaction Center (SLIC) n.d.). This is
particularly important as a study conducted in a Lebanese city published in
Environmental Science and Pollution Research points out: “The average cumulative
cancer risk exceeded the US EPA acceptable level (10−6) by 40-fold in the summer
and 30-fold in the winter. Benzene was found to be the highest contributor to
cancer risk (39–43%), followed by 1,3-butadiene (25–29%), both originating from
traffic gasoline evaporation and combustion” (Dhaini, et. al 2017).
However, with all the variety there is no simple catch all sensor that allows
monitoring to the ppb range without having very restrictive issues (SLIC n.d.).
Beyond just the lack of a universal chemical sensor the variety of sensors currently
available for industrial and residential use can be extremely pricey, making it more
difficult to access knowledge regarding chemical particulates in the air. This is
especially essential in areas surrounded by industry that utilize and release into the
air known cancer-causing agents. The development of a universal sensor with an
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accessible price and the deployment of those sensors into these areas would be
quite useful in the creation of a quantitative study allowing for the mapping of
chemicals at the ppb level.

Figure 19. This photo published in a Long Beach Post article is of a protest for the
Tesoro refinery merger. These are members of the LA County community who
are aware of the environmental threats this merger posed and decided to protest
it. The crowd here is just a portion of those impacted by environmental threats
like the Tesoro refinery within the LA County region. (Photo by SoCal 350 Climate
Action qtd. by Rivera, May 2, 2017, retrieved July 15, 2020.

It is necessary to also conduct studies into the knowledge and understanding
surrounding pollutants and environmental threats. Therefore, it is imperative that a
qualitative study be conducted surrounding the research question (Fortun 2020):
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What do LA County residents know about the environmental threats present in
their

community and who those threats disproportionately impact? This

comprehensive research would need to focus on all communities present in LA
County and not focus solely on fenceline communities. In picking individuals to
participate in this study, it is necessary to utilize a combination of stratified and
cluster sampling on the basis of geographical proximity to different large
environmental threats. The problem however, would lie in getting participants
especially amid the COVID-19 pandemic. There is the possibility of recruiting local
activists or volunteers in each of these clusters and having them go door to door
with a short survey to qualify them for the study. In a situation like the current
pandemic the best option to gain participation would be through sending out
letters and providing an opportunity for monetary compensation. One possible
solution would be to have 1 person out of every 10,000 participants receive a $100
gift card for Amazon or some other company of their choice.
For the actual survey it would need to start with a bit of information
pertinent to comprehending the rest of the survey. It is also necessary that the
survey be available in a number of languages given that out of all LA County
residents, “46% speak English as their primary language, 38% speak Spanish, 11%
speak an Asian or Pacific Islander language, and 5% speak some other language.”
(LASpeaks) A key series of questions that are likely to be helpful for an in depth
analysis are: Do you know about any possible environmental threats near you?
What are they? Why do you think each of those is an environmental threat?
This research is necessary because the survey

would be useful in

understanding more about the environmental threats in this area. Even without
that, the research allows for educational sectors, public health sectors, and
environmental sectors to utilize the knowledge gained to address the gaps in
knowledge.
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SECTION 10: Injustice Analysis [George Shan]
Soaring temperatures in Los Angeles County are mainly attributed to the
case of global warming and climate change. Yet, many people in positions of power
such as the LA city council or other government leaders either deny, or downplay
the fact that these rising temperatures are significantly harming human life. The
residents of LA County are experiencing economic, health, epistemic, and media
injustices caused by global warming and high temperatures. Yet, the minute actions
taken by figures of power do little to solve the issue of global warming as a whole.
To begin with, denying the rising temperatures caused by global warming is
downright uneducated and ignorant. For example, a Washington Post analysis
released findings stating that “average annual temperatures in Los Angeles County
rose 2.3 degrees celsius—or 4.1 degrees Fahrenheit—between 1895 and 2018”
(Chiland 2019). Higher temperatures place increased stress on the human body,
and according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, this stress
“typically kill[s] more Americans each year than any other natural hazard” (Chiland
2019).
Furthermore, these negative health effects of higher temperatures caused by
climate change are exacerbated for those that are economically handicapped.
Economic disparity between the low and high income individuals highlights the
different impacts that high temperatures have between them. For example, high
income individuals who can afford air conditioning when it is extremely hot will be
less prone to having health issues from the immense heat. Meanwhile, low income
individuals do not have that luxury, and thus are subject to heat waves and a higher
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chance of harm in their health. Finally, low income individuals also might not have
access to healthcare to get treated and stay healthy, while high income individuals
have the ability to access healthcare.
More recently, however, people in positions of power, such as the mayor of
LA County, Eric Garcetti, have made attempts to smoothen the disparity curve
caused by climate change between high income individuals and lower income
individuals. Not long ago, Eric Garcetti “rolled out a plan last year to plant trees,
install cool roofs, repave streets with solar-reflective pavement, and take other
steps to reduce the urban heat island effect that contributes to higher
temperatures within the city than in less urbanized areas nearby” (Chiland 2019). In
addition, there were also plans to install “air-conditioned cooling centers where
they [low income individuals] can escape high temperatures and stay hydrated”
(Chiland 2019).
Ultimately, these actions by Eric Garcetti are not enough to completely
dissipate the negative effects global warming and high temperatures have on the
residents of LA County. In general, more individuals in the community and higher
positions of power must have a greater sense of urgency towards the issue (see
Figure 20). Media reports, which haven’t been focused on climate change at all, can
prove to be a huge factor in what actions are taken by the residents of LA county.
According to the Human Development Report, “media coverage has proven to be a
key contributor – among a number of factors – that have shaped and affected
science and policy discourse as well as public understanding and action” (Boykoff
2007). Eventually, LA county hopes to be a community prepared and locked in
towards global warming; in an effort to prevent injustices to individuals of all
economic status.
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Figure 20. (Top Left) Photo shows the community of Los Angeles County
protesting against the injustice caused by oil dumps by large corporations,
affecting the residents air quality and general health. (Top Right) Photo depicts
community members of Los Angeles County protesting and standing up to the
smog and decrease in air quality caused by major freeways by neighboring
residences. (Bottom Left) Photo portrays a joint protest by CLEAN Carwash LA, an
organization to promote the safer workplace of people washing cars in LA. (Top
Left) by LA Times, 2019, July 15 2020. (Top Right) by Scope, 2017, July 15 2020.
(Bottom Left) by CLEAN Carwash LA, 2020, July 15 2020.
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APPENDIX
Appendix 1: SKETCH: County Assets
EiJ County ASSETS SKETCH
In this sketch, list and describe assets in your county/community (including
people, organizations, social networks, technical infrastructure, public spaces,
etc) that can be leveraged to solve problems and develop effective pathways for
community development. County assets include libraries, schools and other
community spaces, the skills of the people in the county, and their infrastructure
(Internet connectivity, transportation, etc). The history of a county can also be an
asset, especially if people actively recall it. For ideas, see this University of
Memphis resource. For data, see the C
 ivic Data Resources c urated for this class.
Asset

Data source

How is this a county asset?

County
Climate
Action Plans (CCAP)
LA
county’s
CCAP
is
updated
for
2020

Provided by the Department of Regional
Planning in LA county, this gives the
county access to what the county
identified as climate problems and the
actions they are taking to mitigate/adapt
the county for preparedness of Climate
Change. Political Asset

environmental
organizations

Develops a community to address the
global issue of climate change and focus
with local action and to enable
environmental equity

environmental
education in
schools

Research
Universities

Climate Resolve

K-12 LA times

Same as K-12

K-12 are the future of our society.
Providing them the opportunities to
learn about the current effects of
climate change has them understanding
factual data from an early age to
continue the process of mitigating
climate catastrophes
As the K-12 are the future, the research
universities cultivate teachers to mold
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the K-12 students, so LA Times
highlights that the Cal State Universities,
UC system, and even private schools are
taking measures to provide extra
environmental information classes for
teachers because the students are
curious. Also, the research universities
are at the forefront of understanding
how climate change is affecting LA
county.
Appendix 2: SKETCH: Environmental Hazards

EIJ COUNTY CLIMATE HAZARDS SKETCH
In this sketch, list and provide evidence for diverse hazards associated with
climate change in your county. Identify and provide evidence for at least five
hazards.
Hazard type

Data source

county data

wildfire

https://ia.cpuc.ca.gov/fire
map/

Los Angeles County is
surrounded by tier 2 and
tier 3 high fire threat
districts. Tier 2 is an
elevated fire threat while
tier 3 is an extreme fire
threat.

extreme heat/drought

https://cal-adapt.org/tool
s/extended-drought/

Los Angeles County has
an observed historical
maximum temperature of
66.5 degrees fahrenheit
between 1961-1990. The
drought scenario average
between 2051-2070 is
74.8 degrees fahrenheit.
The observed historical
precipitation
average
between 1961-1990 is
32.4 inches. The drought
scenario
average
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between 2051-2070
21.5 inches.
vehicle
pollution
pollution)

is

(air http://www.publichealth.l
acounty.gov/eh/communi
ty/airpollution.htm

Pollution mainly coming
from transportation. LA
county is surrounded by
many
highways.
Refineries, many situated
in LA county, play big role
in
Greenhouse
gas
emissions, but also in
more toxic waste

ground-level ozone (air https://www.airnow.gov/?
pollution)
city=Los%20Angeles&stat
e=CA&country=USA

Ground-level ozone can
have negative effects on
human health because it
can trigger various health
problems, particularly in
those who suffer from
respiratory illnesses. The
current
ground-level
ozone score in LA County
is 34, which is listed as
good. LA County has the
worst ozone pollution in
the U.S. Warmer months
often tend to be more
polluted in LA County and
this is due to less
precipitation and a higher
frequency of wind-blown
dusts as well as other
variables.

https://www.epa.gov/gro
und-level-ozone-pollution

particulate matter
2.5) (air pollution)

(PM https://www.iqair.com/us
a/california/los-angeles

The current air quality in
LA County is 35 with
PM2.5 as the main
pollutant. For PM2.5, LA
County contains 9 of the
15 most polluted cities in
the U.S. The geography of
LA County contributes to
the rise in pollution levels
attributed to the warmer
climate. Currently, PM2.5
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has a concentration of 8.4
μg/m3.
sea level rise

https://coast.noaa.gov/slr
/#/layer/slr/0/-11581024.
663779823/5095888.5690
04184/4/satellite/none/0.
8/2050/interHigh/midAccr
etion

Not much concern for LA
county,
according
to
predictions of the severity
of sea level rise, LA will
still not be submerged.
However risk increases
for cities very near the
coast if global warming
continues.

extreme
weather/flooding

https://www.latimes.com/
local/california/la-me-lnmega-storm-dam-failure20190218-story.html

Chances of devastating
flood if Whittier Narrows
Dam is not renewed. The
dam is not able to
withstand
predicted
rain/water levels because
of its age.

Appendix 3: SKETCH: Compound Vulnerabilities

EIJ Intersecting Vulnerabilities Sketch

county stressor

Data source

Evidence
stress

of

county

COVID-19 Rates

https://datausa.io/profile/ High rates of COVID-19
geo/los-angeles-county-c are prevalent in the
a#covid
county, which directly
affects employment and
health.

Opportunity Index

https://opportunityindex.
org/detail/06037

Individuals in Los Angeles
County have a higher
probability
of
facing
unemployment
and/or
poverty.

School Absentee Data

https://edsource.org/201

Individuals

demonstrate
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9/interactive-map-californ missing school at higher
ias-chronically-absent-stu rates in comparison to
dents-in-2017-18/613074 the state rate, which can
indicate that many lack a
proper education.
Lack of Up-To-Date Air https://oehha.ca.gov/cale The community lacks
Pollution Data
nviroscreen/report/calenv up-to-date
information
iroscreen-30
that leaves them with the
inability to have a clear
understanding of the
environmental situation.
Data
from
CalEnviroScreen 3.0 on
Los Angeles County is
over 2 years old
Political Powers

https://www.npr.org/2020
/03/31/824431240/trump
-administration-weakensauto-emissions-rolling-ba
ck-key-climate-policy

Trump administration has
weakened protections for
high rates of pollution
from vehicle emissions

Appendix 4: SKETCH: Stakeholder Analysis
Stakeholder Analysis Sketch
In this sketch, list diverse environmental injustice stakeholders in your
county in the center column. In the left column, list catalysts -- things
(money, honorable reputation, etc) that enable this stakeholder group to
get what they want. In the right column, list corrosions -- things (lack of
money or status, youth, gender, poor organizational skills) that undermine
this stakeholder group’s capacity to get what they want. In sketching this,
you quickly draw out who has power, who doesn’t and where change
might be possible (or difficult).
“catalysts”

stakeholders

“corrosions”
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Population of LA County Residents
is over 10 million. Large
group with significant
voice.

No organization. Lack of
resources like money or
status.

Power to create policies. Local Government
Power
over
large
businesses. Money.

Restricted to local actions.
Limited policy powers.

Plenty of
money.

Poor reputation.

funding and Businesses

Policy
creation. Federal Government
Resources.
Powerful
reputation. Power over
large corporations.

Decisions and policies
depend on issues.

Strong
organization. First Responders
Reputation.

Lack of resources.

Appendix 5: SKETCH: Stakeholder Actions

EiJ Stakeholder Action Sketch
Building from the “Stakeholder Analysis” Sketch, use this sketch to list
stakeholders in environmental injustice in your county, their actions, and
their failures to act. This sketch may be difficult to complete. Fill in at
least five stakeholders and as many of the other boxes as you can.
Stakeholder

What actions have this
stakeholder taken to
address environmental
injustice in this county?

What actions have this
stakeholder NOT taken
to
address
environmental injustice
in this county? (Provide
evidence)
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LA county department of They have provided a
public health
website
and
some
community
resources
regarding how to help
“reduce”
the
health
effects of climate change

These resources ignore
the stake that companies
and large industry play in
climate change and make
it seem like an individual
problem

Residents

Some
have
come
together
at
protests
against large crude oil
companies

Actions
like
working
together with the county
or creating large protest
activities have not been
done yet

First responders

There is a strong sense of
community
and
organization within first
responders in LA County
and they deal with
consequences from fires
so they realize that rising
temps need to slow down

There is a lack of funding
to support these efforts
and a lack of resources to
make their voices heard

Los
Angeles
Unified Students in LAUSD have
School District (LAUSD)
come together in small
ways to create EJ clubs
that advocate for better
climate change action

However, there too here
seems to be a lack of
money,
support
resources, and time to
make
these
efforts
productive

Oil refinery companies

These companies have
continued
to
pollute
surrounding communities
and turn a blind away to
the role they play in
climate change

These companies have
not done much to stop
their impact on climate
change

Appendix 6: SKETCH: Media & Enviro Org Coverage
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EiJ MEDIA & ENVIRO-ORG COVERAGE SKETCH
Use this sketch to assess the coverage your county has received from big media
and environmental organizations. Include the LA Times in your search, and at
least five large environmental organizations from this list (selecting the most likely
ones for your search). Also include local media outlets and environmental
organizations if you can find information about these. For each media or
environmental organization, identify a series of articles they have published or
actions they have taken in different years over the last decade.
Also analyze how Wikipedia covers your county. Check to see if environmental
hazards and problems are mentioned in the Wikipedia article about your county.
Also check the “talk” tab to see if readers have discuss environmental problems.
MEDIA: Los Angeles Times
url: https://www.latimes.com/
● YEAR: 2020
ARTICLE: Los Angeles is in the grips of a heat wave this
weekend
● YEAR: 2020 ARTICLE: Scorching temperatures expected for Southern
California this weekend
MEDIA: Curbed LA
url: https://la.curbed.com/
● YEAR:2019 ARTICLE: How hot, exactly, is LA going to get?
● YEAR: 2014 ARTICLE: Mapping the LA 'Hoods Most at Risk From Global
Warming
● YEAR: 2016 ARTICLE:All the Ways Global Warming Will Make Los Angeles
Less Healthy
● YEAR: 2008 ARTICLE:Tax Fee Our Way Out of Global Warming
MEDIA OR ENVIRO-ORG: The Washington Post
url: https://www.washingtonpost.com/
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● YEAR: 2019 ARTICLE: 2°C: Beyond The Limit Extreme climate change has
arrived in America
MEDIA OR ENVIRO-ORG: Sierra Club
url: https://angeles.sierraclub.org/
● YEAR: 2020 ARTICLE: The Issues- CleanBreak
● YEAR: 2016 ACTION: Marching To Break Free From Fossil Fuels In L.A. And
Beyond
● YEAR: 2019 ACTION: 1 Million La And Ventura County Residents Now
Receiving 100% Renewable Energy

MEDIA OR ENVIRO-ORG: Greenpeace
url: https://www.greenpeace.org/usa/
● YEAR: 2020 ACTION: JANE FONDA, LILY TOMLIN, LANA PARRILLA,
GREENPEACE, COMMUNITIES FOR A BETTER ENVIRONMENT, & STAND L.A.
TO RALLY IN LOS ANGELES HARBOR FOR FIRE DRILL FRIDAYS
● YEAR: 2018 ACTION: Los Angeles: Let’s Have Coffee and Tackle Plastic
Pollution!
● YEAR: 2013 ARTICLE: StarKist tuna wins “Champion Ocean Destroyer”
award in Los Angeles
● YEAR: 2011 ARTICLE: Los Angeles Small Businesses Support a Coal-Free LA
by 2020!
MEDIA OR ENVIRO-ORG: Center for Environmental Health
url: https://www.ceh.org/
● YEAR: 2020 ARTICLE: L
 os Angeles has a Big Hex Chrome Problem
● YEAR: 2019 ARTICLE: A Breath of Fresh Air for the Residents of Paramount
in Los Angeles
● YEAR: 2010 ARTICLE: Victory for California: Los Angeles Rules in Favor of
the Clean Truck Program
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● YEAR: 2008 ARTICLE: Turf War: California Sues Fake-Grass Makers over
Lead Content (Los Angeles Times)
● YEAR: 2008 ARTICLE: Lead wheel weights to be phased out in California by
end of 2009 (Los Angeles Times)
MEDIA OR ENVIRO-ORG: Environmental Defense Fund
url: https://www.edf.org/
● YEAR: 2019 ARTICLE: Los Angeles Area: Snapshot of natural gas leaks
under city streets
● YEAR: 2016 ARTICLE: What would it mean for Los Angeles to go 100%
renewable?
● YEAR: 2013 ARTICLE: Los Angeles Solar and Efficiency Report
● YEAR: 2015 ARTICLE: Methane Gets its Day in the Los Angeles Spotlight
● YEAR: 2008 ARTICLE: Los Angeles Airport to Fund Largest U.S. Study on
Airport Pollution Impact on Local Community
MEDIA OR ENVIRO-ORG: Environmental Defense Fund
url: https://www.foe.org/
● YEAR: 2018 ACTION: Friends of the Earth convenes “Greening School
Food” forum in Los Angeles
● YEAR: 2013 ARTICLE: San Onofre: Los Angeles votes to oppose reactor
restart without public hearings
● YEAR: 2018 ARTICLE: The City of Angels Funds Some Hellish Fossil Fuel
Projects
Wikipedia: L
 os Angeles County
How are environmental problems
mentioned (or not mentioned) in the
county’s Wikipedia article? You can
also check the article in other languages
(Spanish, for example).

Are
environmental
problems
discussed on the talk page of your
county’s Wikipedia article? If yes,
which issues do users discuss?
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Wikipedia mentions California became Yes, users discuss the environmental
the largest oil producer of the United issue of the particulate matter (PM) in
States and Los Angeles is one of the LA county. A user explains the PM is 2
largest urban oil fields and has oil wells micrograms over the recommended 10
in proximity to people, which is a microgram

limit,

according

to

the

concern to EPA. LA County’s article in World Health Organization Air Quality
Wikipedia also explains the issue of air Guidelines.
pollution by smog caused by vehicles,
but does not explain global warming.
The French Wikipedia article mentions
that Los Angeles County is heavily
affected by urban sprawl.

Appendix 7: SKETCH: Possible Local Actions
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EiJ LOCAL ACTIONS SKETCH
Use this sketch to chart out problems associated with climate change, solutions
that have been proposed or implemented in other places, and possible ways
these solutions could be implemented in your county.
Focus on actions that can be carried out locally, based on local
decision-making and political authority.
Many problems that you identify
should be in this sketch and in the sketch focused on extra-local actions (the
middle and right columns would be different). Try to identify possible solution
pathways at both levels (by putting problems you have identified on both
sketches).
Fill in at least ten boxes in the sketch (not necessarily a full row). It is okay to
identify problems that you don’t yet have solutions to, or possible solutions that
you don’t yet know how to leverage or implement at the local level. Add
additional rows if needed.

County:
Identify a problem.

Identify
ways
this Tailor these solutions to
problem
is
being your county.
addressed in different
places -- through
educational programs,
legal actions, land use
policies,
media
campaigns, etc.

Residents live in high risk Buy-outs
wildfire zones.

Government funding for
people to move out of
wildfire zones.

No restrictions on where ND-GAIN: data identifies
people can build homes.
a vulnerability score for a
city based on climate
change risks. Identifies
which
houses
in
a
neighborhood are at risk
for flooding, heat, etc.

House construction plans
should not be allowed in
areas that are highly
flood-prone, lack proper
tree coverage, etc.

Neighborhoods lack heat Planting
coverage
showing

trees, studies Planting
trees
in
how lack of neighborhoods
lacking
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trees/coverage
heat risks.

causes coverage, not placing
dark pavement in areas
lacking coverage and not
removing trees in order
to place pavement.

Coastal houses at risk Raising
houses
on
from rising sea levels
supports, allocating funds
for people to move out,
building levees.

As most of LA County
would not be affected by
up to a 3 ft sea level rise,
the current goal should
be to build levees to
protect
these
minor
areas.

Resident lives in house
built
before
1978
(contains
lead
paint,
severe weather could
knock house over and
spread lead)

Rebuilding
houses,
removing toxic lead dust.
To work on a house built
pre-1978, the worker
must be certified under
the EPA Lead Renovation,
Repair,
and
Painting
Program (RRP).

As most houses in LA
were
built
pre-1979
(ND-GAIN), major projects
should be undertaken to
treat these houses and
get rid of as much lead
contamination
as
possible.

Lack
of
awareness/education on
personal climate change
effects

Teaching about climate
change in school, Green
New Deals to address
community-level climate
change.

Introducing
climate
change as a mandatory
part of the education
curriculum in schools,
create programs which
talk about climate change
in social media to raise
awareness.

Lack of infrastructure to Building
houses with Install
combat
cold heater
units
and/or units.
temperatures
fireplaces.
Southern California relies
on water supply from
Northern
California
(vulnerable to drought)
Vehicle pollution
(contributes
to
emissions)

Prepare
for
ration
scenarios, build up water
reserves, increase water
supply sources.

proper

warming

Prepare
for
ration
scenarios, build up water
reserves, use recycled
water.

Alternative transportation Build a public train
GHG solutions.
and/or
light
rail
transportation
system
across Los Angeles City,
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and bus systems in
neighboring cities within
LA County.
Urban
sprawl
(contributes to the need
for a car, which increases
GHG emissions)

Inner city housing plans,
creating lively city centers
to draw people into the
city.

Create dense inner city
housing plans which take
advantage
of vertical
space. Offer subsidies to
students or lower-income
residents so that younger
generations will move to
the inner city and cause a
change
in
habitation
patterns.

Appendix 8: SKETCH Possible Extra-Local Actions

EiJ EXTRA-LOCAL ACTIONS SKETCH
County: Los Angeles County
Identify a Problem

Identify
ways
this Tailor these solutions to
problem
is
being your county.
addressed
through
state,
national
and
international
initiatives.

California
needs
to
pursue
renewable
sources as its primary
source of energy to
reduce
environmental
pollution

California is one of the
leading
states
in
renewable energy and
has been pushing for
more
laws
and
regulations which would
continue
to
switch
towards energy which is
less polluting

If renewable sources of
energy were rolled out in
full within LA county, the
amount of air pollution
would
decrease
substantially and create
better health conditions
for
the
communities
there

More research needs to
be conducted to provide
better information on
pollutants currently being
released into LA County

National
grants
are
provided to researchers
that
conducting
environmental studies

More funding needs to be
provided for research
funding
and
the
government needs to
shift its support to allow
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for proper research to be
conducted, through this
improved
funding
researches will be able to
inform the residents of
LA county of their health
risks because of air
pollution
Minority
communities California has provide
and affected the most by additional funding for
pollution issues
individuals which are
financially struggling and
many of these benefits
incorporate some form of
racial justice for minority
groups

More funding needs to be
provided for minority
communities
primarily
affected
by
health
concerns
related
to
environmental pollution,
and
the
State
of
California
needs
to
ensure that polluting
sources in LA County are
unable
to
continue
releasing
the
same
amounts of pollution
which directly affects the
neighboring communities

The
US
government
needs to provide more
funding to the EPA
The state of California
needs to more tightly
enforce current policies
regarding environmental
pollution
Appendix 9: SKETCH: Data & Qualitative Research Design Proposal
EiJ RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS SKETCH
Use this sketch to chart out research that needs to be done to better characterize
and address the climate change and hazards in your county. In the first section
of the sketch, identify quantitative research needed to better understand climate
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change in your county. In the second section of the sketch, propose a qualitative
study that includes three methods widely used by anthropologists:
participant-observation, interviewing and focus groups. See tips for rapid design
of a qualitative study here.
RECOMMENDED QUANTITATIVE STUDIES
What kinds of pollution research are There are air quality monitors present
needed in this county?
in the LA County area already. I think
there should be research conducted at
various sites all over LA County that are
decidedly low-income and/or BIPOC
communities. The specific type of
simple quantitative research would be
the implementation of a variety of
chemical air sensors to monitor minute
traces of chemicals in the air at the
parts per billion range given that
certain chemicals are toxic to humans
past a very minute parts per billion
range.
What kinds of health research are Given that there is a general acceptance
needed in this county?
of high asthma and cancer rates in
certain communities, a good research
opportunity for health would be
focusing on not just looking at the rates
of asthma and cancer but to look at
possible causes. So likely tracking
asthma and cancer across the county.
From there looking at when surges in
hospital visits for asthma patients or a
group of people being diagnosed with
cancer and what communities they
come from. From looking into the
particular community the research into
what possibly caused the spike and
seeing how that links to asthma and
cancer as diseases.
What kind of quantitative social survey For a social survey they best bet would
data is needed in this county?
likely be to compile a number of
environmental hazards and ask specific
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questions in a representative survey
across the county. The types of
questions would be about the hazards
they face, so questions about heat
waves, what is particulate matter, why
is it bad, about chemical emission, and
more
pertaining
to
relevant
environmental threats in this county.
Also surveying throughout the county
and including an aspect in the survey
about where in the county they live and
if they are aware of any pollutants near
them.
RECOMMENDED QUALITATIVE STUDY
● What is your research question?
○ What do people know about the environmental threats present in
their community and who those threats disproportionately impact?
● What social groups will you study and interact with?
○ A representative random sample from the population probably
sampling anywhere between 1 and 5% of LA County residents. That
would be about 100,000 to 500,000 people given that LA County has
over 10 million residents a majority of whom are Latinx.
○ Communities located right by environmental threats would be key
participants and this would be a study conducted by anthropologists
so as to understand the perceptions of residents in these areas. Key
communities to interview would be near environmental threats like
refineries, superfund sites, freeways and more. However, the study
would also talk to communities in this county who aren’t affected
directly by these issues so as to understand the general awareness
in the county regarding these issues.
● How will you gain access to the social groups you’ll focus on? What privacy
protections will be needed?
○ In regard to privacy protections names can be blurred out. So
participants would give their names and information during the
initial study, but in the process for publishing names would be
changed or just removed altogether unless participants opt out.
○ For gaining access it would be necessary to talk to the county
officials first. From there be directed to the proper personnel for
each city/community/neighborhood within the county. Once making
the necessary officials aware in non-COVID times it would be a door
to door type of survey. However, with the realities of the COVID-19
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pandemic it would likely be more functional to send out letters with
multiple ways to respond and a gist of the study. A good incentive to
get people to fill out the surveys would also be necessary so for
100,000 people 1 out of every 10,000 will receive a $50-$100 Amazon
gift card. Also making sure that the survey is available in a few
languages.
○ Another possibility is recruiting members of these communities to
go door to door talking about the survey.
● How could you use participant observation to answer your research
question?
○ One really great place to observe would be the spaces near
environmental threats where residents live. For instance parks,
schools, neighborhood stores nearby refineries.
● How could you use in-depth interviewing to answer your research
question? What questions would you ask?
○ In depth questions would be very useful as they would allow
researchers to get an in depth view at what people perceive about
their environment.
○ After basic demographic information is done the very basic question
do you know what environmental threats are? From there a small
explanation regardless of what the participant responded to.
○ Do you know about any possible environmental threats near you?
What are they?
○ Why do you think each of those is an environmental threat?
○ What impact do you think these environmental threats have on you?
○ After all questions are answered
● How could you use focus groups to answer your research questions? What
discussion prompts could you use?
○ A focus group could possibly be communities that haven’t been
identified with having many environmental threats versus ones we
have identified as being surrounded by environmental threats. It
would be the same questions because it is all about the perception
of environmental threats and what is perceived as an environmental
threat.
● Who would find this research useful?
○ This research would be really helpful for educators in these
communities. This would also be helpful environmental and public
health departments in the county and the communities within so
that they can address how to teach about the hazards surrounding
them and how to stay as safe as possible if they cannot move.
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Appendix 10: SKETCH: Multiple Forms of InJustice
EIJ INTERSECTING INJUSTICES SKETCH
Use this sketch to chart out the many forms of injustice that intersect and
compound to produce environmental injustice.
Type of environmental Example
injustice

DATA INJUSTICE: Do
stakeholders
have the
data
they
need
to
understand and respond
to environmental hazards
in this setting?

ECONOMIC INJUSTICE:
Does poverty or uneven
wealth
exacerbate
environmental hazards in
this setting?

They do have the data to
understand the influences
of global warming on the
increase in temperatures
in Los Angeles County.
“A
Washington
Post
analysis
released
last
week found that average
annual temperatures in
Los Angeles County rose
2.3 degrees celsius—or
4.1
degrees
Fahrenheit—between
1895 and 2018.”
No, being poor or wealthy
does not change the fact
that there are rising
temperatures throughout
Los Angeles County.

Actions or research
needed to respond to
this
type
of
environmental
injustice.
Research
towards
preventing
the
acceleration of global
warming,
therefore
reducing
the
high
temperatures in Los
Angeles County.

However, being poor or
wealthy does influence
the impact that rising
temperatures have on
people. For example,
wealthier people can
afford
to
have
air
conditioning all the time,
while poor people do not
have that luxury.
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EPISTEMIC
INJUSTICE:
Are
some
ways
of
understanding
environmental
hazards
and harms discounted or
silenced?
Is
environmental
sense-making
actively
undermined?

Some people in positions
of power refuse to accept
the advancement of global
warming in contemporary
times even in light of all
scientific research and
data.

GENDER
INJUSTICE:
How
do
gender
hierarchies shape both
exposure
to
environmental
hazards
and capacity to address
them?

Gender
hierarchies
generally do not affect this
type of issue; it is mostly
an environmental and
global warming issue.

HEALTH INJUSTICE: Are
there health disparities or
uneven access to health
care in this setting?

There
are
health
disparities,
especially
prominent
in
the
differences between low
and high class citizens.
Wealthier people tend to
be more healthy because
they have the ability to
access healthcare, while
lower
class
people
generally do not.

INTERGENERATIONAL
INJUSTICE: Will future
generations be impacted
by action today that
effect carbon emissions?

Future generations will be
impacted
by
current
global warming effects on
temperatures and the
increasing
carbon
emissions from our daily
human
activities.
For
example,
cancer
and
asthma with those in high
emission
areas
are
particularly
high

We need new leaders
that can acknowledge
the changing climate
given scientific evidence
and local communities to
rise and take action
against these positions
of power.

Although there could be
differences
within
gender wage gaps that
indirectly affect them,
ultimately there is no
direct
correlation
between gender and
high temperatures in Los
Angeles County.
The government can aid
lower
class
citizens
through lower costing
healthcare, based on
total income.

Lowering
carbon
emissions
in
today’s
generation by finding
different methods to
substitute our current
methods will help our
future generation with
regards to health.
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compared
to
emission areas.

lower

MEDIA INJUSTICE:
Is
there adequate news
coverage
of
climate
change and hazards in
this county? Does news
convey the perspectives
and vulnerabilities of all
stakeholders?

There is not enough news
to cover climate change
and its devastating effects
on cities and its people.
Moreover,
the
responsibilities of various
stakeholders is not being
discussed.

PROCEDURAL
INJUSTICE:
Have
all
stakeholders had fair
access to government
support and law to
address climate hazards
in this setting?

Not all stakeholders have
had fair access. For
example, lower income
individuals have little to
no support when it comes
down to healthcare with
regards
to
rising
temperatures caused by
global warming.

RACIAL INJUSTICE: Does
climate change in this
county disproportionately
impact particular social
groups,
especially
communities of color?

Ethnicity generally does
not affect this type of
issue; it is mostly an
environmental and global
warming issue.

REPRODUCTIVE
INJUSTICE: Does climate
change
and
environmental hazards in
this setting undermine
possibilities for safely
parenting children?

Higher
temperatures
caused by global warming
will definitely have an
effect
on
younger
children. Higher carbon
emissions will generally be
detrimental
to
the
younger
generations’
health.

We must bring greater
attention towards global
warming and climate
change causing higher
temperatures
throughout the globe,
and bring upon urgency
on this issue.
Government
should
form laws to better
protect
its
citizens,
especially those that are
less fortunate and more
likely to be unable to
fight back the negative
effects of global warming
and climate change.
Although there could be
differences within the
income of different racial
groups that indirectly
affect them, ultimately
there
is
no
direct
correlation between the
color of your skin and
high temperatures in Los
Angeles County.
Again, more restrictions
and laws must be put in
place giving the urgency
of the issue of global
warming to decrease
carbon emissions in our
daily human activities
and
thus
lower
temperatures in areas
such as Los Angeles
County.
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OTHER
FORMS
INJUSTICE?

OF There are some areas
where
environmental
injustice
of
carbon
emissions
and
high
temperatures
affect
residents more than other
areas.

Stricter laws towards
companies and their
operations should be in
place in areas where this
injustice is greater.
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